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In my view, a good haiku should observe, if not the 5-7-5 syllabic pattern, at least the
three-line form, and its diction should exemplify the mot juste—the exact word required
by the context. There should be an element of surprise, and the sound structure should
be as tight and complex as possible. In view of these criteria, my first choice is:
a face beseeching
before it becomes
a water lily
George Swede
Usually, one first sees the water lily and then reads a face into it. But here the poet confronts the face itself first, and “sees” it that way for only a moment before it turns into a
water lily. And “beseeching” is a good participle in the context: water lilies can’t beseech,
of course, but once brought to life, they can and do. At the sound level, Swede’s 5-5-5-

pattern works nicely: we expect change, “becom[ing,” but here what changes remains the
same, thus confounding the reader.
There are four other haiku that I liked very much for similar reasons:
a few grains of sugar
at the edge of the fire
slowly smoking
Chris Gordon
One expects to meet a few grains of carbon here or perhaps particles of food, cooked on
the fire. But the few grains of sugar are a surprise: the references makes us look closely at
that fire, slowly smoking.
look up into
the pure blue death
of clouds
John Sandbach
Here the key word is “death,” a sort of shock since we’re expecting “sky” or even
“breath.” But look how accurate: the death of the clouds produces blue sky.
white wind
where in the word
is the world?
Lorin Ford
This one gets high marks for tight sound structure and reversal of word/world so as to
deconstruct the cliché phrase, “Where in the world....?” Here the world is contained in
the word. Poetry contains its own world—verbal, sonic, syntactic. And the word contains
paragramms, puns, etc.

the silence grows
teeth—a tree
with cracked windows
Scott Metz
Metz is an editor of Roadrunner, so is not eligible to win. But it deserves praise for its subtle
metaphor: first silence (an abstraction) is animated—it grows teeth; then, in a reversal,
the natural (tree) takes on aspects of the man-made, with its “cracked windows.” The
natural is subsumed under the unnatural. And even here there is no refuge for the larger
silence outside.
All of the above are excellent, so it was difficult to take sides. But the water lily haiku is, in
my experiences, unique and hence special.
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